
Single News – the KSM Volunteers News-brief – September 2020
Museum re-opening
The  KGES committee  after  careful  deliberation  have  decided  to  recommend  to  the  Trust  that  the
museum remains closed to the public for the remainder of 2020. Several concerns have been raised
including limiting visitor numbers, implementing one-way systems, provision of refreshments, offering
guided tours safely and the need to carry out thorough cleaning before and after open days. It was also
felt that it would be a lot to ask of our volunteers – it is one thing to attend on working days with smaller
numbers  and  safe  working  protocols  in  place,  but  managing  public  attendance  in  the  current
circumstances is an entirely different matter. This situation will of course be kept under review and a
detailed plan for re-opening will be developed when it is appropriate and safe to do so.

Publicity and promotion
Last year the museum and railway committees decided to refresh the branding for both organisations to
make this more contemporary and better align the two organisations. A professional company, Red Kite,
was used for this and they have now produced some new logos for us to use. Examples of these are: 

Red Kite have also produced a site map for us which is currently being reviewed – if you would like to
see  this  let  me  know.  The  committees  also  agreed  that  it  was  time  for  a  refresh  of  the  websites.
Designing and implementing a  successful  website  is  not a  trivial  exercise and another  professional
company was used to provide us with the design and base structure. This has now been delivered and
Stephen Fielding is working hard to develop the precise content required for the museum site.

Engineering
Excess noise from No 6 (the ongoing saga!) – examination of the low pressure cylinder inlet valve cam
sections has revealed a seized cut-off adjustment system on the camshaft and excessive free play on two
of the adjustable cam segments. This section of camshaft has been lifted out of the cam box and lowered
onto the driving floor where it can be further dismantled. Major work is required to correct the worn
components of the cam follower assemblies which are believed to contribute to the ‘clatter’ when the
engine is operating and which will only get worse with time unless corrected.

A sad departure
Sadly  after  nine  years  of  dedicated  volunteering,  Bill  Salkilld  has  decided  to  reduce  his  level  of
involvement with us at Kempton. Bill has been a stalwart of the Electrical team, using his knowledge
and skills to deliver much of the electrical work over that time and, as deputy team leader to stand in
when John Burd is not available. He has also used his analytical skills to deliver improvements to the
guided  tour  process  along  with  detailed  proposals  for  visitor  access  to  the  basement  areas  and  a
complete re-vamp of the museum lighting. 
It is not all bad news though – Bill has indicated that the break will not be total and that he will still be
available to provide technical support and guidance when required. He will also continue in his role as
KGES secretary up until the next AGM. 
I am sure you will join me in offering Bill best wishes for the future. We hope to see him at Kempton
from time to time and of course look forward to a permanent return.
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For further information on any of these items or on other things going on at Kempton please speak 
with your team leader, or see the minutes from the most recent KGES committee meeting located here:
http://www.kemptonsteam.org/kempton-great-engine-society-meeting-minutes/ 

http://www.kemptonsteam.org/kempton-great-engine-society-meeting-minutes/

